
Open Forum 

 
Dear Mr. Editor: 

The month was February and ordinarily would have boded snow, ice and coldness.  But 

this day verged on the balmy; a chilly wind whistled, yet aloft in its arms it presaged spring. 

As I gazed entranced out the kitchen window, I could see the knoll rising bare and bleak 

on the fringe of our sandy property.  Only wispy weeds and frayed milkpods swayed lonesomely 

in the gusts.  And on the west edge of this site of land stretched a row of mongrel trees standing 

naked and desolate in the intruding sun, wrapping its stripped arms ‘round itself to hide its 

shamefulness.  Yet from this bleak expanse would blossom buildings and activity.  For this site 

of land had been purchased to accommodate our own future high school.  A twinge of hope 

glanced through me as I mused on the benefits that would be accrued to my children attending 

our own high school. 

The mailman’s powder blue Rambler mutilated my muse and as I turned from the 

window to fetch the morning tidings, a gaunt black crow flapped forlornly ‘cross the shadowed 

sky. 

I returned to the house with the Beacon Lights and looking past the grimy dishes so 

ironically stacked neatly, I decided to read the Beacon Lights.  Noble?  Perhaps.  More likely 

though—lazy. 

I turned to the editorial, and a wave of bewilderment swept over me.  No, it couldn’t be!  

Yes, it is!  An article on “The Need for Protestant Reformed High Schools”. 

Eagerly I began reading, content to continue my rambling thoughts of the morning.  But 

how quickly my eagerness turned to irateness.  And by the time I had completed my perusal of 

the article, I was compelled to write. 

I refer to the editorial by Mr. Kuiper in the February issue of Beacon Lights.  Perhaps I 

should first give Mr. Kuiper the benefit of all my doubts and say that maybe Mr. Kuiper 

overstated himself; perhaps even a capital letter was negligently omitted.  But if not, then I take 

particular objection to the following: 

1. Mr. Kuiper states, “…parents in the Grand Rapids area have dared to express this [a 

Protestant Reformed high school] as their desire of soul…”  Is Mr. Kuiper attempting to say that 

there are people in churches outside the Grand Rapids area who do not dare to express this 

desire?  I merely inform Mr. Kuiper that the two schools in the Grand Rapids area are each over 

ten years old and have their grade systems fairly well established.  I’m sure that six or seven 

years ago such an introduced venture would have been thought to be very presumptuous.  

2. Mr. Kuiper states, “…thus god, but not GOD.”  Let me note here that I was under the 

impression that god, meant idol; therefore, no God.  Either God is God (with a capital G) or He is 

not God.  Mr. Kuiper actually says then that the people who believe that God gives grace to all 

do not really believe in God at all.  I refuse to stand behind such bold affirmations. 

3. Mr. Kuiper states “…confessionally they deny Him…how can they know Him?”  The 

ambiguity of this statement is misleading in the context in which it is used.  Does Mr. Kuiper 

mean that confessionally they dilute the truth by inserting something which man must do and 

which Scripture repeatedly teaches he cannot do?  But Mr. Kuiper does not write that.  He says 

that confessionally they deny Him!  Carrying out Mr. Kuiper’s logic, anyone who denies Christ 

is not one of His.  Therefore, people who voluntarily place themselves under this confession are 

by that token not known of Him.  By this statement then, Mr. Kuiper implies (even though he 



says he is not speaking head for head) that the Christian Reformed Church as an institute is the 

false church.  This, neither, can I endorse. 

4. Then Mr. Kuiper speaks of the giving of our young people to the “enemy” and 

strengthening them in the “cause of that enemy”.  Is Mr. Kuiper still haranguing about the 

Christian Reformed Church?  I assume so.  Therefore, I only note that I consider the enemy to be 

those that hate Jesus Christ.  And I would not be so bold as to tag that meaning on this 

denomination. 

5. Mr. Kuiper concludes that the “reigning” of a “king and queen” in a high school is 

comparable to idolatry and blasphemy.  Tut, tut, undoubtedly it’s not academic.  Assuredly, it’s 

silly.  But, blasphemy? 

The only parallel in church history with which I can compare Mr. Kuiper’s editorial is the 

case of the Marcourt placards written in 1534 by Antoine Marcourt.  These placards outlined by 

this strong proponent of Calvin and his cause, were aimed at the abuses of the papal mass.  

However, their style was so abusive and their attack so biting, that Calvin himself was later to 

write: “On the occasion of the placards, fury flared up so greatly against the faithful that our 

cause was made odious.
1 

Mary Beth Lubbers 
1 

Cadier, Jean, The Man God Mastered, pg. 60. 

 

To the Editor-in-chief of Beacon Lights 

 

Dear Sir: 

In regard to the Beacon Lights of Feb. 1964 in the editorial written by Mr. H. Kuiper, 

entitled: “The Need for Protestant Reformed High Schools”, I have many questions.  I would like 

to ask Mr. Kuiper a few questions in regard to some of the statements made in his article. 

I would like to ask Brother Kuiper first of all: what proof do you have for the statements 

you made in the editorial, that the group that maintains the Christian High Schools, in which 

there are many things we cannot condone, does not know Christ? 

Secondly, what proof do you have that they deny Him confessionally?  Mark you, your 

statement is not that in some respects they deny Christ by their confessions, but confessionally 

they deny Him.  That statement means that in all their confessions they deny Him.  Remember, 

Mr. Kuiper, that you are instructing the youth of God’s Church in your Beacon Lights article.  

You must prove to them and also to me that this group has no confessions but the one that denies 

Christ.  And that they are, therefore, worse than the Roman Catholic Church that still confesses 

some of the cardinal truths of Scripture: as the virgin birth, the divinity of Christ, the triune 

existence of God.  Can you prove to our young people that this group confesses the anti-Christ 

and denies the virgin birth and the divinity of Christ?  Do they deny the power of the cross?  Do 

they deny the truth of free justification through the grace of God in Christ Jesus?  Do they deny 

the power of His resurrection?  Remember, Mr. H. Kuiper, that you wrote in your article that 

they do not know Him, the Christ. 

And if that be true, why is it that our Churches accept the baptism performed in this 

group?  And how can our Churches accept their confessions if they confessionally deny Him?  

And tell me, when our ministers pray also for other churches that are in the world, do they in 

their prayers exclude the Christian Reformed Church?  And why then does our Synod still call 

them brethren if they do not know Christ? 



And, Mr. Kuiper, why do you not write that we cannot condone anything in their 

schools?  Do you not by your own statement, “of many”, rather than “all”, deny your charge that 

they do not know Christ confessionally? 

Did you know (read Rev. chaps. 1-4) that churches who do hold to some heretical 

teaching are by Christ Himself confessed as knowing Him?  And that Christ through John 

blessed them, Rev. 1:4-5a: “John to the seven churches which are in Asia, Grace be unto you and 

peace, from him who is and who was and who is to come and from the seven spirits which are 

before his throne and from Jesus Christ.”  This blessing is given to the Church throughout all the 

ages.  Thus this blessing also includes the Christian Reformed Church of today, does it not?  If 

so, Mr. Kuiper, then they know Him and Christ knows them, then they know Him confessionally 

also. 

Think it over and let me hear from you in the Beacon Lights.  And by all means prove to 

the youth you are instruction that this group has no confession but the one that denies Christ. 

 

Thys Feenstra, Redlands, California 

 

Reply to Mr. Thys Feenstra 

Dear Mr. Feenstra, 

Greetings in the Lord, brother.  The editor forwarded to me for answer your letter 

concerning my editorial, “The Need for Protestant Reformed High Schools”, as it appeared in the 

February, 1964 issue of Beacon Lights.  Your letter, in addition to setting forth various questions 

concerning a few of my statements in the editorial, evidences your clear understanding that the 

youth of the Church of Christ is being instructed continually and that we do well to remember 

that fact always; in this case, specifically, as they are readers of our periodical, the Beacon 

Lights.  Therefore we are of one mind on that matter.  I am happy for that, for it will undoubtedly 

serve (1) to underscore and emphasize, unmistakably, the main thrust of the whole editorial 

concerning which your questions arise, and (2) to help us to continue in that realization as these 

matters of your questions are discussed in the reading of our youth. 

For the sake of the reader, brother Feenstra, let me at the outset agree with you in your 

identification of the “group” which maintains the existing “Christian” high school and 

concerning whose confessions we write, namely, the confessions of the Christian Reformed 

Church. 

Concerning my words “confessionally they deny Him” you say that such means “in ALL 

their confessions they deny Him” (capitals mine, HWK).  And by the way, since you appear to 

be warning me concerning what I wrote for our Protestant Reformed youth and because you 

insist that proof be given for these things which I wrote, I take it for granted, brother Feenstra, 

that you do not believe that this group confessionally denies Christ.  Thus I have given my stand 

on the matter and you by your letter have evidenced yours.  Now we know where we are. 

In the abstract, brother, your difficulty is not with me, but with the structure of the 

English language.  You notice that I do not say that all specific portions of their confessions, e.g., 

any one of the Three Forms of Unity, constitute in themselves a denial of the Christ.  Of course 

not!  Not per se.  To do so would be to repudiate those things which we ourselves, as Protestant 

Reformed cherish and have cherished and maintained through the years, and through heresy and 

apostasy, too!  Further, you should understand that the adverb “confessionally” here means that I 

am not speaking about the views or notions, perhaps, of one or a group of individuals in their 



camp that have been expressed which most certainly deny the Christ of Scripture’s God.  One 

finds a lot of that too, of course, but such is not what is meant by the term used. 

“Confessionally” here means that the group referred to has, officially as an institute, 

expressed in and as its credo, i.e. its confessions, doctrines which are contrary to the Word of 

God.  And we do not need more proof for THAT, do we?  And you do not believe, do you, that 

one or a group can tamper with the Word in some seemingly insignificant manner and not 

thereby affect THE CHRIST Himself, Who IS that Word?  Thus it means that in or by their 

confessions, which are a single entire entity, they deny Him and it does not mean, does not say, 

nor even connote, that therefore each constituent part of that confession is, per se, a denial of 

Christ. 

In that connection, I trust that you do not have to receive proof from me that the heresies 

adopted by the Christian Reformed in 1924 are indeed confessions which they have officially 

adopted and also officially maintain yet today.  If so, especially for the very youthful readers who 

have an interest in this particular aspect of the matter and have not studied it before, consult, 

among other references (1) Rev. H. Hoeksema: The Protestant Reformed Churches in America, 

specifically those chapters which treat of the insistence of their classis and synod with respect to 

compliance and agreement with the Three Points, and (2) Prof. H. C. Hoeksema: The Three 

Points Still Binding!, “The Standard Bearer” Vol. XXXVIII, No. 18, pp. 414-415.  Just a brief 

perusal of these two sources alone (and there are more!) will substantiate the statement that the 

heretical Three Points are an integral and inseparable part of their confession.  The skeptical 

reader from the Christian Reformed camp need not accept the views of the two aforementioned 

authors, but may desire instead to glean the identical material essentially from the Acts of his 

own church, as it applies to this matter. 

Presently I will return to your statement that my editorial states that in all their confession 

they deny Christ.  At this point, however, I will reflect on a few of the questions that bear 

directly on the question.  Most of them you may take and submit for discussion in your Men’s 

Society, etc., in view of the truth of my statements.  Certainly it would prove to be edifying, but 

understandably it is impossible that they would all be covered in this answer to your main 

objection.  And, too, in another sense, they are all directly answered in my concluding remarks. 

Concerning our ministers praying for “other churches that are in the world”, I can only 

say that I have never heard of that before, in just that way.  I have heard that they pray for that 

whole CHURCH MILITANT as it exists over the length and breadth of the earth.  With the 

latter, I agree; with the former, I do not agree.  Unless you mean that the only possible prayer 

that should be and is uttered for “mother church” is that, if it please God, she be given grace to 

repent from the apostasy of her heretical path.  That there is a vast difference between the two is 

obvious. 

Concerning the Roman Catholic Church, I would be extremely careful as to what esteem 

I give her, even that she confesses some of the cardinal truth of Scriptures.  And by the way, 

brother Feenstra, who said that the Christian Reformed Church was worse, but YOU?  I certainly 

did not; rather, I affirm that they both confessionally deny the Christ.  But that distinction is 

yours, not mine. 

Concerning your question as to why I did not write that we cannot condone anything in 

these schools, it ought to be evident that there may be nothing wrong, perhaps, with some of the 

courses which they decide to place in their curricula, that is the scope of the subject matter of a 

given course in history, for example.  My objection to complacently sending my child to their 

school is that they have (primarily) employed teachers that are in total agreement with the 



heresies of 1924 (and the inevitable attendant decay) and if possible I desire that my child be 

instructed by one who confesses the truth of the Word, and not man’s distortion of it! 

Concerning the reference to the churches in Asia, although Christ obviously had his elect 

in place and to that end as yet had the candlestick there, I am convinced that God through Christ 

did not bless the efforts of that church that were based on those heresies.  So then He does not 

confess that a heretical confession knows Him, but rather confesses that His elect that are still in 

that sphere still may know Him…and they are called to come out! 

No, brother Feenstra, I do not believe that the Lord blesses the Christian Reformed 

Church AS INSTITUTE anymore!  Use it?  Yes, I believe that the candlestick may still be there 

for the sake of his lingering saints there, but the candlestick’s witness is opposed to the witness 

of the confessions of the institute.   I am convinced that God does not bless an institute that 

fosters God-dishonoring heresies. 

Now concerning your interpretation that my statement means that in all their confessions 

they deny Him, I have said that grammatically this is not true, but now affirm that spiritually 

such is most certainly true.  I affirm that though they allege to hold to the Three Forms of Unity 

(we do not call her the “false church”, do we?), they, nonetheless, by their official addenda to 

these forms deny the Sovereign God of the Scriptures, they deny and do not proclaim the good 

tidings of Scripture’s Christ, but rather a miserable synthetic “gospel”.  Thus when they apply 

their confession’s concepts of God and His Christ to the Three Forms, they simply do not have 

the same Three Forms that we have, brother.  With those addenda, they have thoroughly 

corrupted what it had pleased God to give as a heritage to our fathers and their generations.  And 

when they maintain those heretical doctrines within their bosoms, they AS INSTITUTE DENY 

THE CHRIST IN ALL THEIR CONFESSIONS AND THUS CANNOT KNOW HIM! 

Mark you well, mention is made in the editorial that this is not a condemnation head for 

head, or of individuals or groups of individuals within that camp.  The editorial attacks, as you 

understood very well in your letter the CONFESSION of the INSTITUTE.  And it proceeded 

from the truth that as institute they had gone wayward, not only, but that in the process of time 

(and forty years has been ample time to demonstrate the truth of this affirmation) these doctrines 

have become increasingly so corrupt, that when its members walk according to that confession, it 

is virtually impossible to delineate between it and the world! 

I repeat, I think it is high time that we have begun to move in the direction of our own 

high schools; I am thankful for it, because it is impossible for those who uphold heresies, 

ecclesiastically, to teach our children the TRUTH in school; and I have the assurance in my soul 

that we will experience His choicest blessings on our labors, as we labor in His strength, 

steadfastly and unashamedly defending our heritage against all its adversaries.  I trust from the 

lack of comment on these points that you are in agreement with me. 

I hope that this has explained to you my stand and the reasons for having written it for 

our youth as well. 

Fraternally in the Lord, 

H. W. Kuiper 
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